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Bi-metallic nanoalloys of mixed 3d-4d or 3d-5d elements are promising candidates for technological applications. The large

magnetic moment of the 3d materials in combination with a high spin-orbit coupling of the 4d or 5d materials give rise to a

material with a large magnetic moment and a strong magnetic anisotropy, making them ideally suitable in for example magnetic

storage devices. Especially for clusters, which already have a higher magnetic moment compared to the bulk, these alloys

can profit from the cooperative role of alloying and size reduction in order to obtain magnetically stable materials with a large

magnetic moment. Here, the influence of doping of small cobalt clusters on the spin and orbital magnetic moment has been

studied for the cations [Co8−14Au]+ and [Co10−14Rh]+. Compared to the undoped pure cobalt [CoN]+ clusters we find a

significant increase in the spin moment for specific CoN−1Au+ clusters and a very strong increase in the orbital moment for

some CoN−1Rh+ clusters, with more than doubling for Co12Rh+. This result shows that substitutional doping of a 3d metal with

even just one atom of a 4d or 5d metal can lead to dramatic changes in both spin and orbital moment, opening up the route to

novel applications.

1 Introduction

The study of finite size effects on magnetism has been an ac-

tive research theme for years. It is widely known that reducing

the dimensionality of a system gives rise to a generally much

higher magnetic moment than in the bulk system.1,2 This is at-

tributed to a reduced coordination number of the surface atoms

for the smaller system, leading to less quenching of the mag-

netic moment. This increase of the magnetic moment is exper-

imentally observed for the smallest possible systems, namely

clusters consisting only out of a few atoms. Initially this was

measured using Stern-Gerlach deflection, where only the total

magnetic moment is resolved,3 but recently also using X-ray

Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD), which is sensitive to

the spin and orbital magnetic moments.4,5

Not only does this enhancement of the magnetic moment
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occur for the 3d materials that are ferromagnetic in the bulk

(Fe, Co, Ni).3–5 It is even shown that 4d or 5d systems, which

are non-magnetic in the bulk, can show a substantial magnetic

moment when they are reduced in size. This is true for ex-

ample in 4d rhodium clusters.6,7 It has also been shown that

alloying 3d and 4d metals can induce a magnetic moment on

the 4d atoms. For CoRh this is observed experimentally (in

the bulk8, for clusters on a Xe matrix9 and for chemically pre-

pared nanoparticles in a polymer matrix10–12). Also there has

been a certain amount of theoretical work for CoRh, some of

which included spin-orbit coupling (SOC)10,11,13–15 but most

without.16–21 The reason that most work does not fully include

SOC is that modern calculations still have difficulties properly

accounting for the degree of quenching of orbital moments.

However, the inclusion of SOC is important for comparison

with the observed effects in this work. Specifically it is neces-

sary in order to obtain values for the orbital magnetic moments

in calculations.

We have studied the spin and orbit resolved magnetic mo-

ments of small (8 ≤ N ≤ 14) cobalt clusters doped with either

one rhodium or one gold atom using XMCD on the L-edge

of cobalt. We directly compare with the undoped cobalt clus-

ters measured earlier,4 this enables us to isolate the specific

change that alloying introduces on the magnetic properties.

We observe in certain cases dramatic changes in both the spin
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the incoming X-ray beam. The ion trap is filled with around 20

clusters packages generated by 20 shots of the Nd:YAG laser

and the unwanted masses are subsequently ejected. Once mass

selection is achieved, a cryogenic He pulse is allowed to inter-

act with the clusters. Through collisional cooling the clusters

will achieve a thermal equilibrium at about 20 K. All exper-

iments were performed at the GAMBIT setup at the UE52-

PGM beamline at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin.

2.2 XMCD spectroscopy on clusters

In bulk materials the interaction of X-rays with samples can

directly be monitored by looking at the change that the prop-

agating light undergoes by for example being absorbed by a

target. For free clusters in the gas phase this is not possible

due to the low density of the clusters which produce thus no

observable change in the intensity of the X-rays upon absorp-

tion by the clusters. Therefore we need to employ an action-

spectroscopy technique. In our case this means we look at

the generated product ions after the interaction with the X-

ray beam, as detailed in Fig. 1. By counting the obtained

fragments as a function of the X-ray energy and polarization

we can reconstruct the X-ray absorption spectra (XAS). From

these XAS we extract the integral parameters A,B and C as

shown in Fig. 2 and calculate the spin and orbital magnetiza-

tion using the Sum Rules:23

morb =−
4(A+B)

3C
nh (1)

mspin =−
2(A−2B)

C
nh −7〈Tz〉 (2)

with nh the number of holes per cobalt atom in the d-shell

and 〈Tz〉 the anisotropic magnetic dipole term. In principle

〈Tz〉 can have a large contribution in bulk crystals.24 How-

ever, since the term is angle dependent, it averages out for

randomly oriented samples like clusters. This is justified in

detail in a study by Langenberg et al.25 where they measured

the XAS for transition metal clusters at different external mag-

netic fields B. The magnetic field will align the magnetic mo-

ment of the clusters to a certain degree, which, depending on

the value of 〈Tz〉 can change the X-ray absorption spectra.

However, they find no change in the line shape of the XAS

for different magnetic fields, which indicates the absence of

natural linear dichroism and thus 〈Tz〉 can be approximated to

be zero. We take nh = 2.5 holes/atom as measured for pure

cobalt clusters.25

3 Results

All measured XMCD spectra are plotted in Fig. 3. All of the

spectra clearly show the two resonant transitions, on both the

L3 and L2 edge. Some features can be pointed out specifically.

Fig. 3 All XMCD traces for the ConRh (top) and ConAu (down)

clusters.

For ConRh it can clearly be seen that the XMCD signal on the

L2 edge around 795 eV is changing strongly with cluster size.

Especially for Co12Rh the XMCD signal at the L2 edge al-

most disappears. Using the sum rules (2) it can be understood

that relatively speaking, the lower the L2 dichroism signal is,

the lower (more negative) B will be, indicating an increased

orbital moment for this cluster.

The main results are shown in Fig. 4. Here our obtained

results are compared with the magnetic moments of the pure

cobalt clusters from Peredkov et al.4 The results are already

temperature corrected using the Langevin function. To com-

pare with the results from Peredkov et al., as was also done

before,25 we have reanalysed their data in a way that does

not assume a decoupling of the spin and orbital moments,

contrary to their original interpretation. From the figure it

becomes clear that not all clusters show a significant devia-

tion from their undoped counterpart. Also, doping with either

Rh or Au does not always systematically increase or decrease

µorb and µspin. For example, whereas for Co8Au+ the gold
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our results are measured using the same experimental setup

as Peredkov et al.4 used, our results can be directly compared

to their measurements for pure cobalt clusters even when the

results from Langenberg et al. do not match completely.

3.2 How can doping influence the magnetic properties?

As briefly discussed later, theory cannot yet give a full ex-

planation of the magnetic properties in small transition metal

clusters. We are therefore forced to form models based on

more qualitative arguments.

In general the magnetic moment of a doped material can

change in three ways. First, the dopant atom can have a

very high magnetic moment, which it can either intrinsically

posses, or it can be polarized by the parent atoms. Second, the

dopant may be a source of magnetic polarization on the neigh-

bouring parent atoms. This it can do by hybridization with the

parent orbitals, which can either lead to a different orbital mo-

ment or to a change in the spin moment. Third, the dopant can

energetically favour a different ground state isomer geometry,

which can lead to different magnetic properties.

The first option, the magnetic moment on the dopant atoms

itself has been studied for example by Harp et al.8 Here they

discuss doping a bulk transition metal with a different tran-

sition metal. They note that the magnetic polarization on

the impurity atoms depends on its d-band occupation num-

ber. When the occupation number of the dopant is the same

or higher than the parent material, it generally polarizes fer-

romagnetically and when it’s lower, it will normally polarize

anti-ferromagnetically. In our case we study the parent ma-

terial cobalt, with the same d-band occupation number as the

dopant rhodium, hence rhodium is expected to magnetize fer-

romagnetically in a cobalt environment. For gold the situation

is similar.

In particular this ferromagnetic coupling of the dopant is

calculated by Aguilera-Granja et al.21 They find for Co12Rh

an induced spin moment on the Rh atom of 1.09 µB/atom

while for Rh13 a spin moment of 0.69 µB/atom is found. This

shows that the magnetic polarization increases when the Rh

atom is in a Co environment. In our measurements we can-

not say anything about the polarization of the Rh atom since

we just probe the L-edge of the cobalt atoms, providing exclu-

sively information about the magnetic properties around these

atoms.

Possible origins for the strong increase in the orbital mo-

ment for substitutional doping with Rh have thus to be found

in an induced magnetic polarization on the Co atoms or in a

possible geometry change. For the latter it is known19 that the

strong spin-orbit coupling in the 4d and 5d metals can influ-

ence the geometry of the system. Since orbital quenching is

a purely geometric effect, a drastic change in geometry could

in principle lead to a dramatic enhancement of the orbital mo-

Fig. 8 (color online) The ratio of the orbital and spin magnetic

moment µorb / µspin compared with Peredkov et al.4 (black squares)

and Langenberg et al.25 (green triangles)

ment. An induced magnetic polarization of the 3d atoms by

a 4d or 5d material has been observed before in both experi-

ment and calculations.14,27 Proposed mechanisms for this can

be found in hybridization of the 3d Co bands with the dopant

4d/5d bands as well as in the increased MAE at the interface

between the Co and Rh/Co atoms.

4 Theoretical models

So far for Co12Rh, to the best of our knowledge, only Aguil-

era et al. have calculated this cluster, see Fig. 7. For Co12Rh

Aguilera et al. find a spin moment of 1.92 µB/atom,21 and

for Co13 µspin = 2.08 µB/atom, which is thus a small decrease

in the spin moment when doped with Rh. These spin mag-

netic moments are comparable to our measured moments of

2.12 µB/atom for Co12Rh+ and 2.25 µB/atom for Co12Au+.

The orbital moments were unfortunately not calculated by Al-

guilera et al.

In an attempt to reproduce the giant increase in the orbital

moment when going from Co13
+ to Co12Rh+ we have per-

formed calculations using various approaches. Starting points

for these calculations were the non spin-orbital coupled den-

sity function theory (DFT)34,35 calculations that we have per-

formed earlier for a range of cobalt clusters28 and which are

compared with their experimentally obtained vibrational spec-

tra in order to confirm their ground state geometry. We have

calculated the orbital and spin moments using both the gen-

eralized gradient approximation (GGA) functional defined by

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)36 and the GGA + U method.

DFT in its GGA form is derived in the limit of a nearly

uniform electron gas, which usually works well for itinerant

electron systems. However, for electrons with a more local-

ized character, i.e. strongly correlated electrons, the electron-
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electron interaction is not properly described by GGA. We

have tried to treat electron correlations on a higher level, i.e.

via the GGA+U method. This method treats on-site Coulomb

interactions within the static mean field approximation. One

would thus expect that the description of the orbital moment

improves in GGA+U with respect to plain GGA.

We found however that both GGA and GGA+U approaches

cannot produce orbital moments comparable with the exper-

iment. Both methods underestimate the experimental values.

See for a full discussion our upcoming publication.37 In short,

most likely the reason for this underestimation is related to

the way how electron correlation effects are taken into ac-

count. Broadly speaking when looking in terms of energy or-

dering, Hund’s first rule treats the spin moments on a larger

energy scale than the second rule, which is related to the or-

bital moment. The smaller the differences in energy become,

the more important it becomes to properly take effects like

electron correlation into account as the introduced error will

be more important. This also means that if the electron cor-

relation for a certain cluster size increases, the calculations

will be less accurate. This can possibly also explain the dis-

crepancies that we observed. In the future it would thus be

highly interesting to see whether a more sophisticated method

like DFT in combination with the dynamical mean field theory

(LDA+DMFT)38 would be able to produce orbital moments in

agreement with experiment.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have measured the orbital and spin mag-

netic moments of cobalt clusters which are substitutionally

doped with either a rhodium or a gold atom. Comparing with

pure cobalt clusters the spin and orbital moments are either

increased or decreased in a way that is very dependent on

the specific cluster size, no general trend can be extracted.

For some sizes the changes are very extreme, for example in

Co12Rh+ the orbital moment more than doubles compared to

the pure cobalt clusters. The origins hereof remain to be clar-

ified. In case of the Co12Rh+ cluster we propose that only

a change of geometry or electronic structure compared to the

pure Co13
+ cluster can explain the strong increase. This tran-

sition could be brought about by the strong spin-orbit coupling

present in the Rh atom. In the future our next step will be to

compare these experimental results with the computationally

expensive LDA+DMFT method.
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